MOORE COLLEGE OF ART & DESIGN

gratefully acknowledges
ITS GENEROUS DONORS

We are deeply grateful to our many donors. Gifts from alumnæ, friends, parents, students and Board members make Moore the vibrant place it is today, committed to educating students for careers and leadership in art and design.

WAYS TO GIVE
There are many ways to make a difference by giving to Moore. And gifts are tax-deductible.

**Annual Fund**
The Annual Fund provides students with scholarships, which are critical in making it possible for outstanding, talented students to attend Moore.

**Recurring Gift Program**
Our recurring gift program is a great way to support Moore by ensuring steady, reliable support for students through automatic monthly installments.

**Legacy Society**
By including Moore in your will, you can make an impact for generations to come and leave the world a better place. For many friends of the College, making a bequest is a practical way to provide meaningful financial resources for Moore’s future and receive an estate tax exemption.

**Matching Gifts**
Many companies sponsor matching gift programs to encourage employees to support their colleges and universities. If your gift is eligible for a match, please contact your Human Resources Department to fill out a matching gift form and double or triple your impact to Moore.

**Securities**
Donating stocks, bonds, or mutual funds is quick and simple and may provide significant tax advantages. You can turn your investments in stocks and mutual funds into investments in Moore.

**Gifts to the Endowment**
Donors may designate their gifts to specific College priorities. Scholarships are at the top of our list, followed by professorships. Moore has guidelines for making endowed gifts, which may bear your name or be named in honor or memory of someone you wish to recognize.

**Corporate and Foundation Grants**
Generous gifts from Moore’s corporate and foundation partners help to advance institutional priorities—from scholarships funds and faculty support, to forward-thinking initiatives and modern facilities.

**Senior Class Gift**
Graduating seniors are encouraged to give a Senior Gift to Moore — no matter how small — to begin a habit of giving back.

Have a question about giving to Moore? Please contact Linda Porch, Moore’s Director of Development, at 215-965-4037 or lporch@moore.edu.
What is the Sarah Peter Society?

Named in honor of Moore's visionary founder, Sarah Worthington Peter, the Sarah Peter Society is a membership group of committed individuals investing $500 or more in the College each year. Members place a high value on the role that Moore plays in educating for careers in art and design and in providing a rich array of visual arts opportunities.

This premier donor level features exclusive benefits, including personal invitations to special events and exhibition openings. But the most important benefit of Sarah Peter Society membership is the powerful impact these gifts make on the lives of Moore's talented emerging artists and designers.

To join the Sarah Peter Society, please use the return envelope included in this issue of Moore Magazine. We look forward to welcoming you!
ANNUAL FUND CLUB ASSOCIATE ($100 - $499)

Alumnae
Marguerite Kroekel ‘43
Dee Klotz Dickol ‘48
Jane Weart Agin ’52
Nancy Levin Bergman ’52
Elaine Guennel ’53
Peggy O’Neill Driscoll ’55
Charlotte Eichfeld Reinicker ’55
Eleanor Jefferson Hoekstra ’56
Sheila Roseman Letven ’56
Joan Yoskin Needham ’56
Dolores Mull Baxter ’58
Emily Peltier Kravitz ’59
Pamela Yager Thompson ’59
Willette Munz ’60
Darla Moore ’61
Lois Schmidt Sherman ’61
Janice Dellaripa Giles ’62
Freda Hurlbrink Dexter ’63
Elaine Harrison ’64
Julia Gebhardtspauer Patterson ’65
Sandi-Jo Gorson Gordon ’66
Susan Pauley Blair ’66
Beth Reinhart Emmott ’66
Rebecca Shaull ’66
Kathleen Sheeran Aubert ’67
Edie Goldberg Cleland ’67
Paula Kutter Kotary ’67
Donna Pinto McGranaghan ’67
Jennifer Payson O’Kane ’68
Kathryn Mendel Sorkin ’68
Martha Stitt ’68
Lynne Pressman Ellick ’69
Joan Becker ’69
Joyce Peck Bishop ’69
Margaret Burke ’69
Suzanne Seeman Hetzel ’69
Phyllis Zitarelli Hewitt ’69
Sylvia Myers ’69 In memory of
Matie Ann Patterson ’69
Susan Prann ’69
Barbara Pinola Nelson ’70
Linda Thomas MacLeman ’70
Dr. Marcia Taylor ’70
Doris Bozzano Ingber ’71 In memory of
Susan Sloane Pomerantz ’71
Ginger Kean Berk ’72
Barbara Wieland Lehman ’72
Theresa Yoshida Sherwin ’73
Nancy Bishop Farquhar ’74
Leslie Waldman Fleishman ’74
Deborah Albus Wagner ’74
Jane Gifford King ’75
Elise Bossi Lemcke ’75
M. Susan Light Durkin ’76
Cathy Jo Smith Watson ’76
Gloris Zilkha Dunnous ’77
Donna Rafter Zimmerman ’78
Bridget Anderson Barber ’79
Laura Oliver ’79
Jane Banile Kinsey ’80
Lauren Cruchley Kormylo ’80
Marjorie Russell ’81
Kathleen Shaver Amrom ’83
Eleanor Schimmel ’84
Julie Fabi-Kulwicki ’85
Diana Fernandez Moyet ’85
Aurora DesHanteurs ’93
Cathleen White ’96
Catherine Larson ’01
Pauline Mariano ’04
Jennifer Tursi ’08

EVERY YEAR

Margo Allman ’55
23 consecutive years of giving

“The Moore faculty changed my life. I came to
Moore thinking I would major in textile design.
But with so many dedicated and wonderful
painting teachers, I became a painter.”

Current Activities:
Syne Group Show at Art Trust in West Chester.
Solo show at Blue Streak Gallery in Wilmington.

Recent Recognition:
“Contrast” at Serpentine Gallery in West Chester, PA,
November 2011. Reviewed in The Philadelphia Inquirer:
“These are enchanting, personal works, revealing the kind
of liberation that comes with maturity and experience.”
Friends
Sylvia R. Beck and Jay L. Federman
David and Nancy Collins in memory of Betty Weidaw ’42
Allan Dodd
Beata and Richard Fernandez
Cindy and David Fernandez
E. Vance and John Fernandez
Terry Graboyes
Jerome Kaplan Esq.
Felicia and Bernie Lemonick
Barbara and Daniel McCarthy
Madeleine Sr. Maria D’Angelo R.S.M ’47
Margaret Miriam Shaw Strong ’43
Chiarina Mascieri
Ruth Chamberlain Kahler ’39
Alumnae ($99 AND UNDER)
MEMBER ANNUAL FUND CLUB –
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Pew Charitable
Winnie and Benson Walker
Fred Stephanie and Michael Sabatelli
Hazel Stephanie and Michael Sabatelli
Fred Unger
Winnie and Benson Walker
Parents
Koxann and George DeBerry
Avi and Noris Friedman
Silvia Gongora and Jorge Artaza
Rebecca and Michael Kanzer
Dale and Joel Kepner
Theresa and Jon Lafey In honor of
Suzanne Lafey ’09
Hazel Nolan
Stephanie and Michael Sabatelli
Fred Unger
Winnie and Benson Walker
Foundations
Pew Chantable Trusts
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Haney Memorial Fund
ANNUAL FUND CLUB – MEMBER ($99 AND UNDER)
Alumnae
Ruth Chamberlain Kahler ’39
Chiara Masci in Tredan ’40
Thelma Schonholz Rosoff ’42
Miriam Shaw Strong ’43
Margaret Gilson Bernhardt ’45
S. Maria D’Angelo R.S.M ’47
Madeleine Nevin Masterman ’47
Florence Freeman Diemer ’48
Helen Schlemmer Oughton ’48
Nancy Belle Brooks Van Buren ’48
Barbara Cochran Tihou ’50
Lorraine Law Dischter ’50
Jean Kline Hamburg ’51
Gwyneth Jones Roeger ’51
Sue Sherrill ’51
Jean Simonof ’51
Velma Whitlock ’51
Joan Lopez Bryan ’52
Marie Ballonis Davey ’52
Elizabeth Ayers Nesbitt ’52
Jayne Doelling Scott ’52
Jean Githens Hernandez ’53
Elizabeth Stitz Schmied ’53
Dorothy Truckness Toulson ’53
Barbara Schantz Dungan ’54
Christine Sposato Jorski ’54
Margo Hutz Allman ’55
Kathleen Gosnearer Rummler ’55
Jane Howard Fulton ’56
Joyce Swartz Rettsstad ’56
Sandra Brill Chanoc ’57
Ellen Behrens Hippensteel ’57
Margaret Dinsmore McEwden ’57
Elizabeth Curtis Rodahaver ’57
Dolores Mull Baxter ’58
Deborah Dunphy Craft ’58
R. Louise Yaeckel Wimsler ’58
Sharon Jackson Clark ’59
Adele Stoebenau Ehmman ’59
Sally Staudt Bear ’60
Sandra Permatteo Davis ’60
JoAnn Simons Werthner Bornemann ’60
Nancy Neiman Diefenbach ’61
Nancy Ward Blob ’62
Maryln Whiting McDerney ’62
Pene Leow Tucci ’62
Joyce Jones Bennett ’63
Freda Hurlbink Dexter ’63
Joanneieh Boddy ’63
Pene Leow McClenn ’63
Sandra Tuman ’63
Penny McMenamin March ’64
Marcia Gundel ’65
Veronica Minehart Lentz ’65
Susan McNabri Swihart ’65
Arlene Alexander Friemark ’66
Sally McGonigle Galardo ’66
Rosemary Hockin Livingston ’66
Dorothy Heine Rudolph ’66
Joyce Kostoff Cooper ’67
Rose Stoebenau Deegan ’67
Gate Zimmerman Kroll ’68
Tara Sullivan Maletto ’68
Martha Stitt ’68
Elise Gordan De Michael ’69
Roslyn Kirch Hansen ’69
Judy Voigt Buchwald ’70
Marjorie Fair ’70
Denis Coll McCullough ’70
Dorothy Livesey McDowell ’70
Lynda Zahor ’70
Barbara Elliott ’71
Judy Feight Krasnicke ’71
Fran Marx Spector ’71
Donna Usher ’72
Edith Newhall ’73
Teresa Lucidi O’Brien ’73
Andrea Pinkowitz ’73
 Rochelle Berenholz Seltzer ’73
Shirley Shay ’73
Nancy Bishop Farquhar ’74
Barbara Wilk Inglessis ’74
Joanne Adda Lawrence ’74
Suzanne Kreps ’75
Deborah Fox Labor ’75
Amy Liebman Lewis ’75
Elaine Drescher Lockard ’75
Anne Dougherty ’76
Patricia Vassilides Hamid ’76
Marlyn Prokupek Lavins ’76
Marnie Ryan ’76
Elena Nantz Strunk ’76
Mary Anne Ramirez ’78
Carolyn Simons ’78
Lorraine Gallagher McCorkle ’79
Suzanne Blodgett Perry ’79
Jill Hassall Rees ’79
Ellen Levy ’80
Donna Morris Ferruzzi ’81
Leah Kaspar Kroll ’82
Donna Evans Zimmer ’82
Kathleen Shaver Amrom ’83
Captain Sarah Gardner ’87
Lana Heckendorf ’88
Kym Hepworth ’88
Jamie Feorino ’89
Andrea Frink ’90
June Blumberg ’91
Kate Leigh Cutter ’91
Susan Wieters ’92
Dee Hauser Collins ’93
Susan Rogozinski ’93
Nicole Peterson Bunin ’99
Joanne Bosack ’01
Amy Davis Devin ’01
Robyn Raines ’03
Katie Van Vliet ’07
Ellissa Collier ’10
Sara Lenten ’11
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NEW ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP

Mary Elizabeth M. Hallowell ’43
Endowed Scholarship in Interior Design

In May 2012, Moore received a gift of $100,000 to Moore’s endowment from Henry Hallowell III honoring his mother Elizabeth “Betty” Hallowell ’43.

Inspiring Careers…

Betty Hallowell was a consistent and generous donor to the College for many years. Following her graduation, as part of the World War II effort she took a job at the Budd Co. plant inspecting planes returning from combat. She was credited with making an engineering change, designing a special nut correcting a defective fastener that connected the metal skin of certain planes to the bulkhead. Hallowell went on to run her own interior-design business from 1950 until the late 1960s when she started a family.

Friends
Nancy and Bruce Bauer
Tom Boutell
Marie and Anthony Campuzano
Christine Dawson
Helen and Leonard Evelev
Susanna and Warren Hauser
David Rizzo
Fiona Sanders
Florence Ashton Schadler
Faith H. Weatherington

Parents
Lucy and Kenneth Butko
Eileen and Bruce Dominguez
Mona and Harold Don
Sharon Garvin
Colleen and Tim Harlow
Joyce and Earl Heckendorn
Karen and Robert Jennings
Rosemary and Thomas Madrigale
D’Arlyn M. Marks and Bruce M. Jones
Diana Martorano and Joseph A. Schiazza
Barbara and John Tuzio
Linda and Steve Wilson
Cynthia and Dickerman Sadler
Margaret and Robert Wheaton
Yvonne LeFever Zuppo and Albert Zuppo

GIFTS TO THE ENDOWMENT

Mary Elizabeth M. Hallowell ’43
Endowed Scholarship in Interior Design
Henry W. Hallowell III

Elizabeth J. Swartz Scholarship Fund (from Estate of May Shrager)
The Philadelphia Foundation
FUND IN HONOR OF HAPPY FERNANDEZ

We are deeply grateful to the many donors who contributed so generously to the fund honoring the presidency of Dr. Happy Craven Fernandez. The $357,004.50 raised has been designated to endow and support a woman’s leadership fellowship, prize, and scholarship. In addition, a portion of the funds will be used over the next five years to expand and enhance student leadership training and opportunities for Moore BFA students.

President’s Discretionary Fund in Honor of Dr. Happy Fernandez

Board
Andrea M. Baldeck, M.D. and William M. Hollis, Jr.
Kathryn and John J. Donnelly
Monica Eboda
Lori and Michael Fell
Penny and Bob Fox
Mindy Glassman ‘72 and Will Glassman
Frances Robertson Graham ‘66
and William Graham
Mollie and Kay Grenald
Richard Heavern
Kochelle F. Levy ‘79 and Robert I. Levy
Adele and Harold Schaeffer
Joan N. Stern Esq.
Keith and Jim Straw
Penelope P. Wilson
Jan and Mario Zacharjasz

Alumnae
Chiara Masci Misdramani ‘40
Marguerite Kroekel ‘43
Shirley Hornstein Luber ‘47
Myrtle Studwell Bethos ‘49
Jean Simonof ‘51
Nancy Levin Bergman ‘52
Marie Baljous Davey ‘52
Barbara Schantz Dungan ‘54
Elaine Stone Wagner ‘54
Margo Hutz Allman ‘55
Arlene Blikr Finston ‘56
Irma Hagedorn Geithner ‘56
Judith Reinhart Nahil ‘56
Joan Yoskin Needham ‘56
Elizabeth Curtis Rodhaver ‘57
Loretta Lee Liszewski Engine ‘64
Elaine Harrison ‘64
Geraldine Silfer Tom ‘64
Lynne Jordan Horschak ‘66
Adrienne Toth Vittadin ‘66
Pamela Smith Dietrich ‘70
Deborah Larkin ‘70
Dr. Marcia Taylor ‘70
Linda Lindski Marler ‘71
Margaret Connor Shapiro ‘72
Ann Marie Stilina ‘72
Joanne Adams ‘74
Marsha Seligsohn Braverman ‘74
Janie Feldman Gross ’74
Gina Totoroto Zegel ‘74
Sharon Wohlmutz Teacher ‘75
Gloria Zilka Dunn ‘77
Doris Chomyr ‘79
Wendy Elliott-Pyle ‘84
Eleanor Schimmel ‘84
Loretta Tryon ’87
Ann Williams ’91
Kirsten Winening ‘92
Heather Bryson ‘92
Dee Hauser Collins ’93
Deborah Deery ‘01
Janell Wysock ‘04
Kristina Horyn Faia ’08
Lisa Benson Haskell ’10

Friends
Carolyn and Tim Adams
Marjorie H. Adler and
Ken Goodrich
Lynns R. Axelroth
Liesl Baker
Sylvia R. Beck and
Jay L. Federman
Suzanne and Frank Binswanger
Helen Booth and
Jennifer Goldberg
Elizabeth Werthan and
Robert J. Brand
Matthew Braun
Judith Brodzky
Diane Burk and Richard Ryan
Laura Byers and
Michael Sanyour
Susan and Cummings
Latherwood
Helena Chapp
Joan C. Countryman and
Edward Jakschak
Nancy and William Dailey
Catherine and William Daley
Shirley M. Dennis
Beverly and Stan Diamond
Maurine Doggett and
Jim Thacker
Ruth DuBois
Elaine and Lee Dushoff
Stephanie and William Epstein
Helen and Leonard Elyev
Richard Fernandez
Beata and Richard Fernandez
Carol S. Fixman Ph.D.
Geraldine and Richard Fox
Valerie V. Gay
Elizabeth H. Gemmill
Megan Giampietro
Dorothy and David Goldberg
Juliet Goodfriend
Janice and Kenneth Gordon
Carole Haas Gravagno and
Emilio Gravagno
Isy Graboyes
Janet Guth
Judith Harold-Steinhauser
Linda and William Hill
Abby and Eric Hocky
Wilhelmina Cole Holloway
Feather Houstoun
Thora Jacobson
Teresa Jaynes
Jerome Kaplan Esq.
Virginia and Harvey Kimmel
Susan Lewis and
Joseph H. Kruger
Anne Hagele and
Ken Kolodziej
Vicky and Don Kramer
Dr. Sharon Latchaw Hirsh
Heeseung Lee
Peggy and Rob
Roy MacGregor
Margaret Marsh and
Howard Gillette
Phyllis and Chip Marshall
Marcie and Herman
Mallettman
Dagnan McGill
Joseph McGinn
Vanessa McJimie
Mary Pat McPherson
Bruce Melgar
Marjorie Meyerson
Leslie Ann Miller and
Richard B. Worley
Paulanne and Alfred
Montaigne
Jo-Anna and Michael Moore
Marsha and James Moss
Amanda Mott
Beth Moy
Libby Newman
Hazel Nolan
Michael Norris
Helen Oakes
Barbara Omstein
Natalie Payne
Bonnie L. Perry and
Michael Peretz
Linda and Brooke Porch
Leslie Reid Price and
Andrew Price
Paulette and Julian Rackow
Bonnie and John Raines
Herbert Reiber
David Richman
Emily Riles
Ruth Robbins
Derek Rossi
Abby and Arthur Ryan
Sister Mary Scullion R.S.M
Anne Seidman
Marcia Rose Shestak
Phyllis and Arnold Singer
Marian Sandmaier and
Daniel Sipe
Sharon Smith
Joan and James Stevens
Cynthia Stewart
Paul Sullivan
Geri Swift
Page Talbott and James Gould
Susan Tsegan Case and
Bob Case
Lee and Chris van de Velde
Lois and Bernard Watson
Judith and Ken Weinstein
Ralph Wellington
Betsy and David Wice
Signe Willison and
Jon Landau
Constance H. Williams
Flora Wolf
Judith Woodworth
Shelly Yanoff and
Gerald Kaufman
Cecilia Moy Yep

Parents
Debora and Richard
Foehrenbach
Rebecca and Michael Kanzer
Dale and Joel Keiper
Charisse and John Kovas
Diana Martorano and
Joseph A. Schiazza
Jennifer Marie Riley
Jan and Mario Zacharjasz
Penelope P. Wilson
Keith and Jim Straw
Adele and Harold Schaeffer
Joan N. Stern Esq.
Penelope P. Wilson
**Catherine Finn Storey ’81 Memorial Scholarship in memory of Philip Finn**
LaShaon Asberry-Beach
Jane Bamford
June and Patrick Bessette
Jane Bouchard
Maryann and Robert Bouchard
Suzanne and Joseph Burda
Heidi and John Stephen Clark
Brian Collins
Kerry and John Cox
Joshua Doan
Michele Feinsilver
Jacqueline Finn
Paul Finn
Margaret M. Clark and Stephen P. Finn
Barbara Fisher
Christopher Franks
Jay Geldermann
Laura and Wayne Glrazier
Joan and Jay Gold
Harwich Fire Group Four
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Hunt Jr.
Fred Hussong
Joe Kim
Rose Mary Knoll
Patricia and Mark Lakomy
Matt Marinelli
Ruth and Don Marsh
Raymond Martel
Barbara Marvin
Michelle and Robert Mills
Simona Molinari
Theresa A. Morin-Doyle and
Francis M. Morin
OC&C, Inc.
Ed Passarelly
Marcy and Louis Perry
Denise Phelan
Patricia Rehffus
John Riccio
Maureen Rudolph
Lisa Russel
Jacqueline & Ben Ryba
Don and Lisa Sancouci
Karyn Sansouci
Janet and Raymond Sansoucy
Joseph Sansoucy
Virginia and Reynald Sansoucy
Jodi Schwarz
Lauren Sloat
Michelle Smith
Chris Swanson
Jeannine and Roger Trahan
Nate Watson

**RESTRICTED GIFTS**
Heather Bryson ’92
Romy Burkus ’87
WW Smith Charitable Trust

**Fanny Brennan Scholarship**
Ellen Silverberg-Brennan and
Christopher H. Brennan

**Fred and Naomi Hazell Art Award**
Philadelphia Foundation

**Ann Marie Stiliha Scholarship**
Ann Marie Stiliha ’72

**Young Artists’ Workshop Restricted**
Thomas Skelton Harrison Foundation

---

**FRIENDS OF THE GALLERIES AT MOORE 2011–2012**

**Endowment**
The Rochelle F. Levy
Directorship
Goldey Paley Foundation and
Robert P. Levy

**Government**
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
Philadelphia Cultural Fund

**Director’s Circle**
($2,500 - $4999)
Dolffinger-McMahon Foundation
The Barra Foundation
Elise Lee Garthwaite Memorial Foundation

**Benefactors**
($1,000 - $2,499)
Andrea M. Baldeck, M.D. and
William M. Hollis, Jr.

**Patrons**
($500 - $999)
Sis and Ray Grenald
Libby S. Kosloff

**Supporters**
($250 - $499)
Frances Robertson Graham ’66 and
William Graham
Frances and Bayard Storey

**Contributors**
($100 - $249)
Nina and William Albert
Willo Carey and
Peter A. Benoliel

**Individuals**
($50 - $99)
Dr. D Walter Cohen and
Claire Reichlin
Barbara and Robert Dilheimer
Norma and George Fabian
Happy and Dick Fernandez
Deborah Larkin ’70
Marjorie and Howard Silverman
Mary-Linda and
Peter Armacost
Philadelphia Little Quakers

**Endowment**
The Rochelle F. Levy
Directorship
Goldey Paley Foundation and
Robert P. Levy

**Government**
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
Philadelphia Cultural Fund

**Director’s Circle**
($2,500 - $4999)
Dolffinger-McMahon Foundation
The Barra Foundation
Elise Lee Garthwaite Memorial Foundation

**Benefactors**
($1,000 - $2,499)
Andrea M. Baldeck, M.D. and
William M. Hollis, Jr.
VISIONARY WOMEN AWARDS 2011

Founding Sponsors
The Albert M. Greenfield Foundation

Visionary Sponsors
Jane Walentas ’66 and David Walentas
Penelope P. Wilson

Innovator Sponsors
Comcast Family of Companies
Marguerite and H.F. “Gerry” Lenfest

Leader Sponsors
Blank Rome LLP
Frances Robertson Graham ’66 and William Graham
The Karen and Herbert Lotman Foundation

Pacesetter Sponsors
Andrea M. Baldeck, M.D. and William M. Hollis, Jr.
Janice and Arthur Block
Chickie’s & Pete’s Café
Citi Private Bank
CSI International, Inc.
Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP
Happy and Dick Fernandez
Penny and Bob Fox
Sis and Ray Grenald
Keystone Outdoor Advertising
Company, Inc.
Rochelle F. Levy ’79 and Robert P. Levy
Nordstrom
PECO
Philadelphia Eagles
PNC Bank
Bonnie and Richard Rossello
Adele and Harold Schaeffer
Select Medical Group
Frances and Bayard Storey
Keith and Jim Straw
VantaCore LLP

Friends
Cozen O’Connor
Geraldine and Richard Fox

Contributors
Joanne Adams ’74
Marta and Robert Adelson
Lee Alter
Judith Brodsky
Heather Bryson ’92
Marge Bumen ’66
Lawrence Cohen
Shirley Hinger Corbett ’66
Louise Curl Adams ’62 ’76
Joan and Michael Curley
Deborah Deery ’01
Anthony DeSabato
Lori and Michael Fell
Mary Lou Ford-Dallam ’66
Mindy Glassman ’72 and Will Glassman
Janie Feldman Gross ’74
Carol Grossman ’66
Richard Hevner
Lynne Horoshchak ’66
Vicki and Don Kramer
Nancy Lanham
Susan Lapine ’66
Deborah Larkin ’70
Heeseung Lee
Jane Young Likens ’66
Harshita Lohia ’02
Gail and Richard Maidman
McGinn Security
Betsy Rogge Miraglia ’66
Sharon Parks ’86
Philadelphia Inquirer, Daily News and philly.com
Philadelphia Museum of Art
Realtime Media
Diane Roka
Dorothy Heine Rudolph ’66
Ann Temkin
Adrienne Vittadini ’66
Harriet and Lawrence Weiss
Willis of Pennsylvania, Inc.

Providing Opportunities:

Charmaine Yeung ’15, a graphic design major from Hong Kong, is a 2012 Emerging Leader in the Arts scholar and the recipient of the 2012 Tiffany & Co. Leadership Fellowship.
HONORS CONVOCATION
The Sophomore Graphic Design Faculty Award for Effort and Growth” and “The Junior Graphic Design Faculty Award “Plus Extra”
Hans-Ulrich Allemann
Deborah Larkin ’70
Anne Seidman
Harriet Glashofer Jolles
Memorial Prize in Fine Arts
Marilyn and James Farley
Lauren and Stephen Strelsin
Ruth Lynn Leiter ‘37
Memorial Prize for Excellence in Interior Design
Syrnne Leiter
GIFTS-IN-KIND
Destination Maternity
Dick Blick Art Materials
Henry W. Hallowell III
Judy Rupinski

SENIOR SHOW 2012
Advertising Specialty Institute
Artsplan
Brandywine Conservancy and Brandywine River Museum
Belena Chapp
Deborah Deery ’01
Dick Blick Art Materials
Fractured Atlas
Lynne Jordan Horoschak ’66
James Johnson
Don Lantz
Deborah Larkin ’70
Janice and Paul Lewis
Liberal Arts Department
Locks Career Center
William Mangold
Jessica Marris
Joyce Millman
Angela Murdoch ’10
Laurel Patterson ’11
Philadelphia Water Color Society
Roslyn Pilla ’92
Plastic Club
Joan N. Stern Esq.
Surface Print Resource
Surtex & National Stationery Show
UBS Financial Services Inc.
Josephine Viviani
Women’s Caucus for the Arts

FASHION SHOW 2012
Corporate Patrons
Charming Shoppes (Ascena Retail Group)
Anthopologie
Macy’s
Individual Supporters
Marta and Robert Adelson
Grace and Frank Agostino
Penny and Bob Fox
Laura Galindo
Frances Robertson Graham ’66 and William Graham
Rochelle F. Levy ’79 and Robert P. Levy
Elizabeth and Colin Oerton
Joan N. Stern, Esq.
Marisa Jannaman ’00
Penelope P. Wilson

LEGACY SOCIETY
We are honored to recognize the generous alumnae and friends who have joined the Legacy Society by including Moore in their estate plans.

Alumnae
Miriam Zuger-Troop ’38
Elaine Stone Wagner ’54
Patricia Papenbrock Rodenbaugh ’55
Jane Oeschger Craig ’56
Jacqueline Alman ’63
Teresa Galligan DeFazio ’63
Freda Hurlbrink Dexter ’63
Geraldine Silfer Tom ’64
Donna Evans Cashdollar ’67
Donna Pinto McGranaghan ’67
Marjorie Fair ’70
Hollis Straley Hatton ’70
Deborah Larkin ’70
Ann Marie Stilba ’72
Mary Judge ’75
Ann Houston Constant ’81
Libbie Soffer ’84
Margi Ide ’92
Friends
Happy and Richard Fernandez
Nancy Lanham
Dr. Symme Leitner
Phyllis Mufson
Victoria L. Nichols-Grant and Duncan Grant
Joan N. Stern, Esq.

YOU CAN JOIN THE LEGACY SOCIETY IN TWO WAYS:
1. Provide for Moore in your will in consultation with your legal advisor.
OR
2. Designate Moore as the beneficiary of a life insurance policy. Large or small, your bequest to Moore will create a lasting legacy.

For more information, please contact Linda Porch, Director of Development, at 215.965.4037 or lporch@moore.edu.
SCHOLARSHIPS SUPPORT
MOORE’S MISSION:

Fanny Brennan Scholarship for Excellence in Painting

A new scholarship to be awarded to an outstanding third-year, fine arts major through an annual gift of $5,000 per year from 2012 through 2017.

The Fanny Brennan Scholarship for Excellence in Painting was established by her son, Chris, and daughter-in-law Ellen Silverberg-Brennan to memorialize Fanny Brennan, an American painter of small, meticulously executed surrealist still lifes, spent her childhood in the legendary circle of artists and writers in Paris including Tristan Tzara, Alberto Giacometti and Pablo Picasso.

Although the family has no direct connection with Moore, they initiated the scholarship because of the College’s mission to educate women for careers in art and design.
EVERYONE
EVERY YEAR

SUPPORT THE 2012–2013
ANNUAL FUND NOW!